THE LEADERSHIP SYSTEM™

FROM THE GROUND UP

OUR WHOLE SYSTEMS
APPROACH
METRICS
Using a common set of
measurements to track
operations, opportunities,
and improvements

ACCOUNTABILITY
Building an environment
where individuals and
teams deliver on their
commitments

LEADERSHIP
Articulating the
vision/strategy, defining
the culture, and committing
HUMAN
COMMUNICATION
to the results the
PERFORMANCE
Providing the
organization needs
Selecting, retaining
organization with an
to thrive
exchange
and developing the
of information
right people

A SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
The Leadership System™ is a system of interlocking and
reinforcing components that, taken together, accomplish
more than any single-component solution could.
This is its power.

BUILT ON ADULT
LEARNING THEORY
Underlying the design of the Leadership System™ is solid
adult learning theory. David Kolb, in his landmark work,
Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of
Learning and Development, positioned that four linked
styles of learning were necessary for adults to truly learn

DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Developing and implementing
the means and methods used to
deliver products and services
Concrete
Experiences

In their book, The Whole Systems Approach, Bill and
Cindy Adams detail six interlocking systems that must be
tended to during major organizational change
g
that these six systems are aligned and functioning well is
the responsibility of the organization’s leadership, which
is itself a system to be continually improved.
The Leadership System™ is, at its essence, a leadership
development system, designed to increase our clients’

Active
Experimentation

Kolb’s
Adult
Learning
Cycle

Reflective
Observation

Abstract
Conceptualization

the other five systems.

Concrete Experience: Adults utilize experiences as anchors
Therefore, our Leadership System™ connects directly with
the real challenges and objectives of our client leaders at
Reflective Observation:
our experiences to make meaning fr
n
experience is filtered through our consciousness, or
structure of mind, a narrative is created that gives the
experiences, we reflect on the experience from a variety of
angles, giving us a broader perspective in which to hold it.
The Leader to Leader™ cohorts help provide that valuable
perspective for each of their members as they seek to
make meaning out of their leadership experiences.

Abstract Conceptualization:
on from a variety of angles, a generalizable theory,
principle, or concept often emer
a
conclusion about what to do in certain types of leadership
Active Experimentation:
process, the leader takes the new lesson learned and puts
example, if the lesson concerns the skill of having authentic
conversations, particularly the structure for beginning an
authentic conversation, the leader will commit to trying it
out in several key circumstances, which will create…more
concrete experienc
cycle begins anew.

EACH COMPONENT REINFORCES AND ADDS TO THE OTHERS
IN THE LEADERSHIP
SYSTEM™ THERE ARE
FIVE MAJOR
COMPONENTS:
Pre-work: Discovery & diagnosis,
organizational communication,
Leadership Circle Profile™
administration, Leadership Culture
Survey™ administration, client
relationship management, etc.

The Promise of Leadership™ workshop:
A half-to full-day workshop that frames
a client’s collective view of leadership

Leader to Leader™: A cohortbased series of 1/2 day leadership
to two years of work (between six to

Leadership System™. It embeds our
Core Leadership Framework to guide
all future development work, and
delivers LCP feedback in a peer-group
context. It also begins the feedback
assimilation process (individual time,
pairs discussion, group process) and
organizes participants for next steps
(debriefs, L2L sessions with cohorts,
Pulse surveys).

Circe framework, the 16 available
sessions encompass a full curriculum
of hard-hitting leadership topics, and
provide regular opportunities for peer
coaching and accountability
ch
session is facilitated by you, whether in
person or remotely.
Pulse Surveys™: These near-realtime
surveys reinforce a leader’s
commitment to take action on their
leadership development plan (One Big
Thing) by inviting an accountability
team (Accountability Circle) of
colleagues to give that leader direct
feedback on how their behavior-change
experiments are working. Measurement
of performance against goals is vital to
the functioning of any system.
One-on-one Coaching™: Every
engagement is enhanced by one-onone coaching, if possible
owever
costly it is for clients, it is typically
combination of peer cohort coaching
in Leader to Leader™ with one-on-one
leadership coaching is like jet fuel.

LEADERSHIP
SYSTEM™ DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Beginning with the most
comprehensive example to a single
Leader to Leader™ workshop, we
meet clients where they are at
and help them to become more
.
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